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The first three volumes in the New York Times bestselling The Fallen series is available as an
eBook boxed set. Join the ultimate quest for redemption. The son of a mortal and an angel,
Aaron has been chosen to redeem the Fallen. But as war rages between Heaven and Hell, evil
powers gain strength at every turn. Aaron must harness the incredible force within him if he’s
going to save himself and the girl he loves—let alone the entire world. And Aaron is out to prove
that what doesn’t kill you makes you stronger. This eBook boxed set chronicles Aaron’s quest
for redemption and includes The Fallen 1, The Fallen 2, and The Fallen 3.
After more than four years of total war the armies of Europe were exhausted. The Allies were
determined to bring the war in Europe to an end as quickly as possible and with the minimum
of bloodshed. But the Germans, although they could see the war was lost, were by no means
prepared to yield. Indeed, the fighting during 1945 was to be some of the bitterest of the war. In
the East, Stalin's mighty war machine began a crushing offensive. Beginning in swirling fog
and snow, the Soviet steamroller crashed through the German lines on the Vistula, 125 miles
south of Warsaw. Soon Russian armoured columns were driving across the Polish plain
towards the Oder, Germany's historic frontier with the East, creating panic in East Prussia. In
the West, Eisenhower and Montgomery joined the race to destroy the heart of Nazi Germany
and defend Europe against Stalin's vaulting ambition. So began one of the most crucial years
in the history of the world which was to climax in the desperate battle for Berlin. The gripping
story of the final days of the Third Reich is told in graphic detail - the unfolding drama revealed
through the eyes of soldier and civilian, private, general and refugee. In a sweeping panorama,
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which finds room for the individual human drama within the titanic clash of arms, Robin Cross
paints an unforgettable picture of a world in chaos. By the end of 1945, Europe had new
frontiers, friends had become deadly enemies and an uneasy peace threatened to transform
Cold War in to a third world war. This is the story of how the eagle was toppled from the roof
the Berlin Chancellery and the Russian bear stretched its claws to seize a Europe shattered by
war.
Is mankind headed for destruction? How will it all end? When will it happen? What is man's
destiny? Will we die by our own hand or by the hand of God? For thousands of years the
questions have been the same. Millions of souls have searched for the answers to no avail;
nevertheless, some believed they knew. We call them prophets. They saw the end of our world
and they believed their visions were true. Are we to believe their God-given insights into the
End Of Days? Perhaps God did pull back the curtain that blinds man to his future. Maybe these
writers did see the end and how it would come upon us. The prophets of doom revealed a
scenario of global cataclysm. They tell the story of rulers bankrupting nations to fund
tremendous wars. They tell of weather gone awry; of ice and snow, rain and floods, hurricanes
and earthquakes where seldom they occurred. They tell us of what is happening all around us
today.
The incredible YA fantasy phenomenon, not to be missed by fans of Sarah J. Maas and
Jennifer L. Armentrout. 'Seriously and completely addictive.' - Glamour The action-packed
Penryn and the End of Days trilogy from Susan Ee: ANGELFALL, WORLD AFTER, END OF
DAYS. Available together as a digital-only package for the first time.
Not a cloud in the blue Atlanta sky, Jeffrey Ross made his morning visit to the Dunwoody
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Starbucks, expecting this day to be like any other. It wouldn’t. Samarra Russell left her
meeting at Emory Medical Center after receiving the strange call and wondered if it had
anything to do with her immunology research at CDC. It was a secret, or was supposed to be.
Going home as instructed, Samarra opened the box of Valentine candy on the kitchen counter
and collapsed. Before losing her balance, Samarra recognized the small finger, severed and
still wearing the tiny ring she gave him for his 7th birthday. Her precious son. She opened the
note after regaining limited senses and read. If she didn’t want to receive young Thomas
Russell’s head in a box, she would do as instructed. And she did.
In a world after the apocalypse left from the Corporate Wars, Mathew Kade does a job most
cannot. He finds those who are lost using skills left from a time before the Fall. The city is a
broken shadow of its former self with blocks controlled by Warlords and danger that lurks
around every corner. Thugs and killers walk the streets and things could get even more
complicated after a local Warlord places a bounty on the head of Kade. Bounty hunters from
far and wide may be after his head, but this is just a short walk in the park for a former
Corporate Agent....
The complete three book bundle of The Fallen World trilogy.***This is not an additional novel to
the series; this is an omnibus of it.***In the future, the world is at war. For the last decade, King
Lazuli of the Eastern Empire has systematically taken over the world. No one knows much
about him other than a series of impossible facts: he cannot die, he has not aged since the
conflict began, and he wants to rule the world. All Serenity Freeman has known is bloodshed.
War has taken away her mother, her home, her safety. As the future emissary of the Western
United Nations, the last autonomous region of the globe, she is responsible for forging
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alliances where she can. Surrender is on the horizon. The king can taste it; Serenity feels it
deep within her bones. There is no other option. Now the two must come face to face. For
Serenity, that means confronting the man who's taken everything from her. For the king, it
means meeting the one woman he can't conquer. But when they meet, something happens.
Cruelty finds redemption. Only in war, everything comes with a price. Especially love.
Are you prepared for what is about to happen? Giants, Fallen Angels and the Return of the
Nephilim will discuss Biblical prophecies of giants on the earth, the Last Days demonic plot of
engineering genetic hybrids, and what all of it has to do with Israel and the Middle East. In this
book, you will receive answers to these questions and more… Have tribes of giants ever walked
this Earth? Why are there massive and precise “prehistoric” megalithic structures throughout
the world? Was early man a Neolithic Stone Age caveman or did he receive knowledge from
other sources? Are aliens actually fallen angels? Who are the Nephilim, and are they returning
to Earth? Discover how important these questions are, from both a personal and global
perspective. Read this book and open your eyes to the dangers that await mankind, and
humanity’s only hope.
This set contains the complete End of Days trilogy, plus the first novella in the Days of New
collection! What readers are saying about the End of Days series … “The Hunted One is one of
the most adventurous, exciting, emotional, and yes, even humorous books I've ever read …
You will not regret picking it up.” “The Hunted One is an exciting and enchanting first novel in
a fresh New Adult fantasy/paranormal series …” “When you get ready to start this book, be
sure you have cleared your schedule … Once you start reading, you’re not going to want to put
it down.” A betrayed and wingless Archangel. A civil war in Heaven. And an eternal love that
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crosses the line between holy and fallen. The End of Days trilogy is a sweeping story that
spans Heaven, Hell, and Earth. When souls spill over into the sky and the holy angels are the
bad guys, one disgraced and broken Archangel must save the world. Start the End of Days
trilogy now and lose yourself in an angel uprising that will rattle the gates of Heaven.
The official print edition of the internet phenomenon. Already over 8,000 five star different
reader reviews. (And counting.) It's been six weeks since the angels of the apocalypse
destroyed the world as we know it. Only pockets of humanity remain. Savage street gangs rule
the day while fear and superstition rule the night. When angels fly away with a helpless girl, her
seventeen-year-old sister Penryn will do anything to get her back...
"The family elements in the story - the real struggles with marriage, raising a family, making a
living, and just trying to enjoy life - have broadened the book's appeal to a wider audience,
primarily women who are not into technology."DARK END OF SPECTRUM will make you think
twice before turning on your cell phone or PDA!DARK END OF THE SPECTRUM is a
frighteningly plausible and headline ripping tale of the real threats that loom in cyberspace and
beyond with a Michael Crichton realism. Based on the author's years of research into the
hacker culture.DARK END OF THE SPECTRUM is a thriller that will connect with everyone
with a cell phone, PDA or wireless device.When a group of digital terrorists known as ICER
take over the US power grid and the cell phone network, they give the government an
ultimatum - bomb the borders of Afghanistan and Pakistan with nuclear weapons to put an end
to Al-Quada or they will start downing commercial airliners. When the government refuses,
ICER destroys most of the downed aircraft in airports all over the country. When ICER sends a
pulse that will kill millions on the East Coast, only security expert Dan Riker can stop them, but
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ICER has kidnapped Dan's family.Will Dan save his family or will millions die?
Are we living at that time referred to as the End of Days? Are we that last generation? Discover
the non-fiction version of the end of days before it is too late. Learn the keys to unlocking the
signs for the end times. Learn how to survive the coming apocalypse. Many end time signs
have already come to pass as you will learn. Learn the mystery of the Israeli Connection to the
End of Days. Understand why the rise of ISIS and the tribulation in the Middle East is a sign of
the end times. Learn why so many doubt the prophecies for the end of days, and why this time
they may regret it! You will know why so many will be deceived into believing the lies of the
coming global leader. In this new release, the following will no longer be a mystery: - Who are
the key Players During the Tribulation Period - Why so many will be deceived into taking on the
Mark of the Beast (the 666 - mark of Satan) - Why does taking the Mark of the Beast instantly
condemn a Person to Eternal Damnation? - How to recognize the Coming Global Leader when
he arrives on the world scene. - Why will the End of Days will NOT be the End for Everyone. Will there actually be a rapture? - What to do if you are Left Behind? - Will some survive? If so
how can You prepare and Survive the Coming Apocalypse - What emergency supplies should
we have on hand regardless of an apocalypse. - How to prepare emotionally and spiritually for
any situation. - Survival tips for the apocalypse - Overcoming Fear during the Apocalypse What is the Whole Armor of God? - What is the Israel Connection to the End of Days? - Why is
there such a Controversy over Jerusalem? - What is the Book of Life and how to ensure that
your name is written in and remains in that book that secures eternal life. This is truly a book
for the very time that we are living in today. While many wonder what is going on - you will
know why and you will be prepared - mentally, physically and spiritually!
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Judith's marriage to Adam is failing fast. Despite her best efforts, his attention is entirely taken
up by his law practice while her existence-if he remembers it-is merely something to criticize.
Thankfully, Judith has an antique shop and her best friend and business partner, Susan, to
keep her focused on the good things in life. Tired of being overlooked and undervalued, Judith
decides to leave her husband and reconnect with herself as a single woman rather than as
Adam's wife. Soon, Judith's world expands to include a support group of women also facing
divorce. Slowly learning to extend to herself the same compassion she offers her friends,
Judith begins to rediscover her own value as a person and as a woman. And her efforts don't
go unnoticed. While Judith rebuilds her life, with the encouragement of her growing circle of
friends, a secret admirer starts leaving thoughtful gifts on her doorstep-which she begins to
hope will lead to a face-to-face meeting. A celebration of friendship and love, where every
character counts, "The Things That Fall Away" is an insightful story that brings to light the
beauty of everyday things and the wonder of being truly cherished.
Ever since its original 2013 release This book has been redone. The story left untouched, it
has still been redone with a little extra added... This IS the 3 year anniversary edition... It has
been three years since the original release of The Battle of Distant Times, three years since
the Hunt began... The Darkness and Light have been in war for many years... The year is now
2031 and the Darkness of Time has returned and begun the end of time to destroy the
Dreamkeepers throughout Time... This is JUST the beginning...
The novel's protagonist is a British Roman Catholic priest, Father Percy Franklin, who looks
identical to the mysterious U.S. Senator Julian Felsenburgh of Vermont. The senator appears
as a lone and dramatic figure promising world peace in return for blind obedience. No one
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quite knows who he is or where he comes from, but his voice mesmerizes. Under his
leadership, war is abolished. Felsenburgh becomes the President of Europe, then of the world,
by popular acclaim. Everyone is fascinated with him, yet still no one knows much about him.
People are both riveted and frightened by the way he demands attention. Most follow without
question. Having been a close observer of President Felsenburgh's rise, Father Franklin is
called to Rome, a Hong Kong-style enclave ruled by Pope John XXVI and raised to the College
of Cardinals. Meanwhile, defections among bishops and priests increase. At Cardinal
Franklin's instigation, the pope abolishes the Eastern Catholic Churches and forms a new
religious order, the Order of Christ Crucified. All its members, including the Pope, vow to die in
the name of the faith.
Fallen Angels by Walter Dean Myers is a young adult novel about seventeen-year-old Richie
Perry, a Harlem teenager who volunteers for the Army when unable to afford college and is
sent to fight in the Vietnam War. Perry and his platoon—Peewee, Lobel, Johnson, and
Brunner—come face-to-face with the Vietcong, the harsh realities of war, and some dark truths
about themselves. A thoughtful young man with a gift for writing and love of basketball, Perry
learns to navigate among fellow soldiers under tremendous stress and struggles with his own
fear as he sees things he’ll never forget: the filling of body bags, the deaths of civilians and
soldier friends, the effects of claymore mines, the fires of Napalm, and jungle diseases like
Nam Rot. Available as an e-book for the first time on the 25th anniversary of its publication,
Fallen Angels has been called one of the best Vietnam War books ever and one of the great
coming-of-age Vietnam War stories. Filled with unforgettable characters, not least Peewee
Gates of Chicago who copes with war by relying on wisecracks and dark humor, Fallen Angels
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“reaches deep into the minds of soldiers” and makes “readers feel they are there, deep in the
heart of war.” Fallen Angels has won numerous awards and honors, including the Coretta
Scott King Award, an ALA Best Book for Young Adults, a Booklist Editors Choice, and a
School Library Journal Best Book. Fallen Angels was #16 on the American Library
Association’s list of the most frequently challenged books of 1990–2000 for its realistic
depiction of war and those who fight in wars.
"A gripping tale of self-exploration and atonement . . . emotionally complex and brimming with
grit." -Publishers Weekly. - A ForeWord Reviews 2012 Book of the Year Award Winner - In the
fall of 1918 infantry sniper Joshua Hunter saves an ambushed patrol in the Bois le Pretre forest
of Lorraine . . . and then vanishes. Pulled from the rubble of an enemy bunker days later, he
receives an award for valor and passage home to Hadley, a remote hamlet in Virginia's
western highlands. Reeling from war and influenza, Hadley could surely use a hero. Family
and friends embrace him; an engagement is announced; a job is offered. Yet all is not what it
seems. Joshua experiences panics and can't recall the incident that crippled him. He guards a
secret too, one that grips tight like the icy air above his father's quarry. Over the course of a
Virginia winter and an echoed season in war-torn France, The Fallen Snow reveals his wideeyed journey to the front and his ragged path back. Along the way he finds companions - a
youth mourning a lost brother, a nurse seeking a new life and Aiden, a bold sergeant escaping
a vengeful father. While all of them touch Joshua, it is the strong yet nurturing Aiden who will
awaken his heart, leaving him forever changed. Set within a besieged Appalachian forest
during a time of tragedy, The Fallen Snow charts an extraordinary coming of age, exploring
how damaged souls learn to heal, and dare to grow.
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Fate of the Fallen is the start of a brand new adventure from New York Times bestselling
author Kel Kade Not all stories have happy endings. Everyone loves Mathias. Naturally, when
he discovers it’s his destiny to save the world, he dives in head first, pulling his best friend
Aaslo along for the ride. However, saving the world isn’t as easy, or exciting, as it sounds in
the stories. The going gets rough and folks start to believe their best chance for survival is to
surrender to the forces of evil, which isn’t how the prophecy goes. At all. As the list of allies
grows thin, and the friends find themselves staring death in the face they must decide how to
become the heroes they were destined to be or, failing that, how to survive. At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Out of the wickedly inventive imagination of #1 New York Times bestselling author J.R.
Ward comes a world where sin and salvation collide in a battle for the future of
mankind—where a cynical fallen angel struggles against the seven deadly sins and a
demon’s lure over seven chosen souls... Mels Carmichael, reporter for the Caldwell
Courier Journal, gets the shock of her life when a man stumbles in front of her car
outside the local cemetery. After the accident, his amnesia is just the kind of mystery
she likes to solve, but she soon discovers they’re in over their heads with his past.
Over their heads with passion, too. As shadows walk the line between reality and
another realm, and her lover’s memory begins to come back, the two of them learn that
nothing is truly dead and buried. Especially when you’re trapped in a no holds barred
war between angels and demons. With a soul on the line, and Mels’s heart at risk,
what in Heaven—or in Hell—will it take to save them both?
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Jesus said that, ‘as the days of Noah were, so will it be at the coming of the son of
man.’ The story of Noah’s ark contains shadows regarding the last days. This book
will reveal these shadows in unprecedented clarity. The shadows not only help to
decipher an accurate timeline, but they also reveal the hand of God upon the church.
This book is a marriage between bible prophecy and the body of Christ, written for the
common person. Beginning at the Garden of Eden, the reader will engage in a lifechanging experience. What was the fall of man like from God’s perspective? Readers
will become acquainted with Noah and his trials, fallen angels, and giants! What was it
really like for Noah? The plot thickens when a panoramic view of Noah’s story begins
to explain God’s plans for His church until the second advent of Jesus. Noah’s ark is
one story, revealing two revelations that lead to only one conclusion. Learn how God’s
plan for His church and bible prophecy regarding the end-times can no longer be
studied apart from one another. Will the church stay, or will the church go before the
tribulation? Does God have a purpose for the tribulation? What role will fallen angels
have in the tribulation? Will the nephilim return? Will you be part of the army that
conquers with Jesus at Armageddon? It is a message that cannot be ignored. It all
begins with you. Are you ready for Noah’s Ark and the End of Days?
Prophesy the End of Days is a complete insight into the prophecies of today and the
future. Some have even compared the style of this book to an encyclopedia or
dictionary of prophecy. Prophesy the End of Days gives timelines, places, profiles, and
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events so that we will be able to stand and wait for God, and His Christ.
The book itself is an introduction of a series of books that will take the reader into a
voyage of strange ideas and interesting concepts, opening the reader’s imagination
along a path set throughout time. This journey all begins with Simon, one of the many
characters throughout this story. He has entered a curious time in his life and feels
something is terribly wrong. He finds himself lost in a series of dreams that he cannot
explain, but he knows there is something more to them. As he researches what it all
might mean, he finds himself noticing that every lead he uncovers points him to an
apocalyptic end. Come join his journey and find where the rabbit hole may lead.
"Did rebel angels take on human bodies to fulfill their lust for the “daughters of men”?
Did these fallen angels teach men to build weapons of war? That is the premise of the
Book of Enoch, a text cherished by the Essenes, early Jews, and Christians but later
condemned by both rabbis and Church Fathers. Elizabeth Clare Prophet examines the
controversy surrounding this book and sheds new light on Enoch’s forbidden
mysteries. She demonstrates that Jesus and the apostles studied the Book of Enoch
and tells why Church Fathers suppressed its teaching that angels could incarnate in
human bodies. Fallen Angels and the Origins of Evil takes you back to the primordial
drama of Good and Evil, when the first hint of corruption entered a pristine world—earth.
Contains Richard Laurence’s translation of the Book of Enoch, all the other Enoch
texts (including the Book of the Secrets of Enoch) and biblical parallels."
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Brothers at war. Mankind deceived. Hell on Earth. A man face down in the dirt amid
melting Arctic snow, a deep sense of unease but no memory of how he got there –
Jason De Vere, once the head of a global media empire. Found and briefly taken to a
safe house, Jason’s soon on the run again – there’s a 50-million-dollar bounty if he
can be taken alive. Thrown together with his ex-wife and a crusading young journalist,
Jason begins a desperate search for answers. It’s a race against time, a fight for
survival – and the stakes are higher than he could possibly have imagined. 4 billion
microchips – promising miraculous benefits – are being shipped to population centres
around the world. And soon every human being on Earth will have to make a choice…
CHRONICLES OF BROTHERS is the story of three brothers fighting for the future of
humanity. From desert tombs, to the towers of Wall Street, to the ancient past, this
super-epic tale reveals the hidden history of mankind and the origins of evil itself.
Praised as a “revelatory” book by The Wall Street Journal, this is the last and most
personal work of Pulitzer Prize–winning author and historian Will Durant, discovered
thirty-two years after his death. The culmination of Will Durant’s sixty-plus years spent
researching the philosophies, religions, arts, sciences, and civilizations from across the
world, Fallen Leaves is the distilled wisdom of one of the world’s greatest minds, a man
with a renowned talent for rendering the insights of the past accessible. Over the
course of Durant’s career he received numerous letters from “curious readers who
have challenged me to speak my mind on the timeless questions of human life and
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fate.” With Fallen Leaves, his final book, he at last accepted their challenge. In twentytwo short chapters, Durant addresses everything from youth and old age to religion,
morals, sex, war, politics, and art. Fallen Leaves is “a thought-provoking array of
opinions” (Publishers Weekly), offering elegant prose, deep insights, and Durant’s
revealing conclusions about the perennial problems and greatest joys we face as a
species. In Durant’s singular voice, here is a message of insight for everyone who has
ever sought meaning in life or the counsel of a learned friend while navigating life’s
journey.
'You were my first and you are my last, I promise you that. Ever yours, ever mine.' Luci
Harrison is an Englishwoman in New York with a successful career as an economist, a
happy family life ... and a guilty conscience. One rather large obstacle prevents her
from agreeing on a wedding date with her fiance, David. Luci hasn't been completely
honest with him. She's already married. Alex MacDonald, better known as British rockstar Xander Mack, enjoys international acclaim as guitarist and lead-singer with When
We Were Gods, and an enviable lifestyle with his beautiful fiancee. But while Dana has
patiently insisted on marriage before she will have his children, her tolerance is tested
when he is suddenly thrust into fatherhood. Broken promises, secrets and surprise
revelations force Alex and Luci to face the truth and the consequences of their
decisions. True love endures but is it enough? Days of Joy and Sorrow is the second
book in the Ever Mine Trilogy.
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BLACKWING ANGEL (A Fallen Angels Paranormal Romance Series: Book One) Meta
hauls souls to Hell. Sol thinks sneezing during prayer is a sin. But Meta finds herself
falling for him just as Satan tempts her with power and acceptance she's never known.
In a world where forbidden desires are paid for with your soul, young Meta must decide
if she's willing to turn from the alluring darkness and give her heart to an angelic man
who was never meant to be hers. Immerse yourself in this young adult paranormal
romance fiction rich with engaging characters and surprising twists and turns from
bestselling author, Heather Choate. Check out what others are saying about Blackwing
Angel: "I absolutely fell in love with Meta!! She was a complex character to get to know.
I loved how she didn't instantly fall in love with Sol, the most pure angel of heaven. At
first she did despise him, but she eventually grew to love him. This book had a lot of
twists and turns and just when you thought it was going to end BAM another obstacle
keeps you glued to the book. I recommend this book to any who are fascinated with
angels, good or bad." -Brit "This book was very entertaining and kept me wanting more
and more until the end. The author, Heather Choate, does a remarkable job keeping
you on the edge of your seat while following Meta on her journey. This book also has
some surprising twists that really caught me off guard and for me really set this book
apart from some of the others I have been reading of late! I highly recommend this
book. You will find that the author has a knack for writing a captivating story but also
does so in a very intriguing fashion. Excellent!" -Merry May "I read this book in one day,
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I just couldn't put it down! I was drawn into it on the very first page, and the draw never
waned. The characters are well developed, entertaining and believable; I loved the flow
in the book. I find it hard to keep my interest in most books but this one did it without me
realizing it was going on. And for that alone I highly recommend this book." -Stuart
Powell Get your copy of Blackwing Angel today!

One of the most fascinating and strategic topics in ancient texts is the record of
fallen angels, giants, and UFO's. Fallen angels and giants are shrouded in
mystery and belong to the age of pyramids and other great wonders of the world.
It is an epoch that was destroyed by God's judgment, a flood, which left the world
everlastingly changed, the evidence of which is found in the tales, folklore, and
traditions of many cultures around the world."There were giants in the earth in
those days; and also after that, when the sons of God came in unto the
daughters of men, and they bare children to them, the same became mighty men
which were of old, men of renown" (Genesis 6:4).This vivid language defines the
conspiracy of evil which has beset our world. The ancient books, Enoch and
Jubilees, tell us of a race of nephilim, which are hybrids, alive in history and
today, fathered by fallen angels. Strange as this may seem, the Lord declares
that this conspiracy of evil is to be repeated before His return. Consequently, it is
important from the standpoint of both understanding history and understanding
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the future that we understand these events.The world is in a slumber, asleep with
the dream of a better tomorrow. While dark forces of fallen angels are arrayed
against us, many today write about the approaching juggernaut of the
apocalypseand well they should! Few, however, know or understand that fallen
angels have brought us to this apocalypse, this apex of human history.The end of
the world as we know it is about to take place. A storm is gathering, so terrible as
to cause men's hearts to fail them for fear; we must not approach this coming
apocalypse unaware and unarmed.
Fresh off their victory over Graves and his followers, Marcus and his friends have
managed to enjoy a few weeks of relative calm and peace as they continue to
build Aldford, preparing the town for a new wave of settlers coming from Eberia.
But as the days wear on with no new arrivals in sight, they begin to fear the
worse, eventually setting out to search for their promised reinforcements and
soon realizing that they weren't as alone on the frontier as they thought they
were. Just managing to rescue a caravan of settlers in the nick of time from a
horde of bandits, Marcus and the rest of Virtus barely have a chance to catch
their breath before they find themselves thrust into the middle of Eberian politics,
revealing a plot that threatens to not only take away their hard-won
independence. But to destroy Aldford completely.
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For eighteen year-old Gemma, life has never been normal. Up until recently, she
has been incapable of feeling emotion. And when she’s around Alex, the
gorgeous new guy at school, she can feel electricity that makes her skin buzz.
Not to mention the monsters that haunt her nightmares have crossed over into
real-life. But with Alex seeming to hate her and secrets popping up everywhere,
Gemma’s life is turning into a chaotic mess. Things that shouldn’t be real
suddenly seem to exist. And as her world falls apart, figuring out the secrets of
her past becomes a matter of life and death.
The Fallen 3End of DaysSimon and Schuster
Aaron Corbet isn’t a bad kid—he’s just a little different. And starting on the eve of
his eighteenth birthday, Aaron begins to discover supernatural talents. Then he
learns the truth about his destiny: He must unite angels, mortals, and Powers
both good and evil, some of whom are hell-bent on his destruction.... The Fallen
quartet, now published for the first time in two action-packed bind-ups, chronicles
an epic struggle, where the fate of the world rests on the outcome of one teen’s
monumental quest. The Fallen 1
Only Aaron and his fellow Nephilim can protect the world from Satan’s wrath in
this riveting finale to the New York Times bestselling The Fallen series. Satan is
determined to create his own Hell on Earth and has unleashed unfathomable
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chaos into the world. Cut off from Heaven, humanity’s only hope for salvation
rests with eighteen-year-old Aaron and the other Nephilim who fight by his side.
These angelic warriors will protect civilization and restore God’s favor no matter
the cost. But there can be only one champion—and defeat is eternal. The battle
lines have been drawn. Armageddon is here.
In a world where fleeting pleasures define fulfilment the need for things pointing
fallen man to those of more value and true happiness can't be underplayed. This
first offering from Sean C. Harrison explores with depth life's real issues of joy,
family ties, pain and faith and mortality through verse. Drawing from varied life
experiences and those of others, he gives an insightful, tactful gaze upon the
finer threads of life's tapestry which furnish a sharper insight into the rare yet
familiar elements which produce true happiness. This book pledges an
interesting, meditative read not just for Christian faith-based individuals and
groups but people of differing persuasions searching for meaning beyond life's
mundane meanderings. Its four chapters; Joy in Christ, Joy in Relationships, Joy
in Pain and Joy Ever After detail a journey from birth to moribundity giving
sources of hope through expertly penned poetry and a rich treasure store of
wisdom sure to strike a chord in every reader's heart, evoking a feeling of
empathy for the common grounds touched upon in this moving collection.
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From the immersive and intoxicating world of The Outside, comes the
exhilarating sequel from Philip K Dick and Compton Crook Award-nominated
author, Ada Hoffmann. The laws of physics acting on the planet of Jai have been
forever upended; its surface completely altered, and its inhabitants permanently
changed, causing chaos. Fearing heresy, the artificially intelligent Gods that once
ruled the galaxy became the planet’s jailers. Tiv Hunt, who once trusted these
Gods completely, spends her days helping the last remaining survivors of Jai.
Everyone is fighting for their freedom and they call out for drastic action from their
saviour, Tiv’s girlfriend Yasira. But Yasira has become deeply ill, debilitated by
her Outside exposure, and is barely able to breathe, let alone lead a revolution.
Hunted by the Gods and Akavi, the disgraced angel, Yasira and Tiv must delve
further than ever before into the maddening mysteries of their fractured planet in
order to save – or perhaps even destroy – their fading world. File Under: Science
Fiction [ More False Gods | Inside Out | Freedom Fighters | Angels or Demons ]
While searching for the place where the angels fell to earth to stop Lucifer from
erasing the past, Luce and Daniel make a startling discovery about their love.
The novelization of End of Days, the hit film starring Arnold Schwarzenegger.
Every thousand years, on the eve of the Millennium, Satan enters the body of a
human being and stalks the Earth, searching for the woman who is the key to his
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kingdom. Christine York, who has been having horrible, unexplained visions for
the past twenty-one years of her life, is that woman. If the Prince of Darkness
catches up with her in New York City, the door to the underworld will be unlocked
and life will be, literally, a living hell. New Year's Eve: 1999. Jericho Cane is a
fallen hero. He's a cop linked to Christine through a recent outbreak of bizarre
religious crimes. Cane soon realizes he's not only her chosen protector, but he's
Earth's only hope against the Dark Angel. But what happens when Jericho
realizes his arsenal of weapons doesn't faze the Unholy? Can he summon every
fiber of faith before the New Year and quell the end of days?
Even a tale of World’s End has a beginning. Rone, once a continent of austere
beauty and mighty nations, slides inexorably toward dissolution. The Dalin Clan,
led by their conflicted Warlord, Gor, live in the shadow of their former power, their
bloody, warlike culture, no proof against murder and treason. Rivals see in the
Clan’s fading might an opportunity to settle ancient vendettas, even as unseen
forces from beyond the World of Men look to usher in the end of days – from the
Outside, where the Fallen abide. A Warlord who values life, even as his humanity
is constantly denied; a crippled bard, blind to his inner beauty, worthy of every
song; a Seer, unable to see what is coming, but asked to guide his people. They
are among the company of the few, the far fallen, and they are all that stands
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against the chaos that seeks their end. Literary-leaning and tragic, beautifully
described and compellingly written, Few Far Fallen presents a world as complex,
flawed, and real as the characters that inhabit it. Discover why it is only against
darkness that light can be seen, and why even endings have a beginning.
Walt Johnson has been a rolling stone most of his life, moving from town to town
and living on the edges of homelessness. Now he has run out of time as lung
cancer has left him only months to live. Walt then begins a quest to find the son
with whom he lost contact decades earlier. Out of money, he lands a job at a
small-town restaurant in an attempt to save enough to buy a bus ticket to the last
known whereabouts of his son. The friends Walt makes at his new job soon
become family for him, especially 14-year-old Danny who is emotionally
paralyzed at the loss of his own father in Iraq. Faced with Danny’s struggles to
grow up and the struggles of his other new friends, Walt comes to realize he is
not only on a journey to find his own son, but he is on a journey to find himself
worthy of being a father.
Half-angel and half-human, Aaron commands the Fallen in their quest to protect
humanity, drawing confidence from the girl he loves as he struggles to make
peace with his legacy as Lucifer's son.
Why is Babylon the Great one of the most important mysteries of the bible to
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understand? Did you know that once you discover this secret, you will be able to
unlock many other secrets of the apocalypse codes? You will discover that
Babylon the great, is actually "one great nation", unlike what many think.
Discover: - Who is Babylon the Great? - Who is the Scarlet Woman riding the
Beast in revelation 17? - Where is America in Bible Prophecy? - Is America
Babylon the Great? - What about the Rome, and EU connection? - Discover who
will destroy Babylon the Great? - the 9/11 Connection And more! There is a lot
more to Babylon the Great than most have ever realized - and now you can
unlock this mystery. You will no longer be fooled by those who claim that Babylon
is NOT a great modern nation that will play a great part in the end of day
scenario!
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